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ESP Success Rates Comparison
All Students
Spring 2017

ESP Success Rates Comparison
Latino Students
Spring 2017

ESP Success Rates Comparison
BOG Students
Spring 2017

ESP Success Rates Comparison
African-American Students
Spring 2017
Note: No comparison cohort is available for English in Spring 2017 because ENG 88 was the only course offered and has no comparison cohort for the one level passed analysis. The comparison for ENG 88 is included in the two levels passed analyses.
ESP Passed Two Levels Comparison
Spring 2016 to Fall 2016
All Students

ESP Passed Two Levels Comparison
Spring 2016 to Fall 2016
Latino Students

ESP Passed Two Levels Comparison
Spring 2016 to Fall 2016
BOG Students

ESP Passed Two Levels Comparison
Spring 2016 to Fall 2016
African-American Students
Charts compare ESP students completing two levels of math or English with non-ESP cohort students completing only the higher level stand alone class.
Charts compare ESP students completing two levels of math or English with non-ESP cohort students completing only the higher level stand alone class.